
EVENT:

CLOSING DATE(S) FOR ENTRIES
Name: The entries must reach teh orgniser by:
Adress:
Tel.secret: I.Termin
E-mail:  II. Termin

Driver* The same-driver-competitor I want an invoice

Date of Birth* Competitor*

Nationality* Nationality*

Adress* Adress*

Tel. Tel.*

E-mail* E-mail*

www www

Championship - CUP* Make*

Division* Model*

Start number* CC*

Weight HP

FIA - Homologation No.* FIA Technical Passport No.*

Driver license* Competitor´s license*

Datum vypsání přihlášky* Depo width* Depo length*

Depo exit* Depo note*

APPLICATION FORM- RALLYCROSS SOSNOVÁ 2020
CEZ, MČR, MPRC, MSR, ČTHA V RALLYCROSSU + MASCOM CUP + RX CUP SOSNOVÁ

DATA TO BE COMPLETED

SOSNOVÁ DATE: 27. - 28. 6. 2020

15.06.2020
prihlasky@auctor-racing.cz 24.06.2020

ORGANISER
AUCTOR Racing s.r.o.

Vinařice 126, Dobrovice 29441 COVID-Termin: 02.06.2020
+420 606 611 485

4WD- YES / NO* Turbo - YES / NO*

mailto:prihlasky@auctor-racing.cz


8. How many people does your team need at least to race, in case there is a 
greater reduction in the number of people on the premises? *

9. How much time does your team need in the minimum number of people to 
prepare - cleaning your facilities in case of morning and afternoon race modes 
and the associated possible rotation of groups. (minutes - 10,20,30,…). *

10. I know that the entry fee for 2020 has undergone changes according to Annex 
q concerning the fees of the AS ACR in the matter of deleting the text "* / - 
deposit including insurance, applies only to companies in the Czech Republic", 
ie. that the insurance is paid over the previous years in excess of the deposit. 
Within the rallycross, the wording states the wording - the competitor ... pays a 
deposit including insurance in the amount of a maximum of € 200 uro. The Czech 
Trophy for Historic Cars does not have a deposit formulated, but according to 
available information, the deposit is € 100 uro. Autocross has a deposit of CZK 
3,000. *

11. I acknowledge that the insurance rate for 2020 is CZK 480 for a rallycross or 
autocross championship in the form of a two-day race and CZK 337 for a one-day 
race. Within the two-day regional race, the rate is CZK 375 and CZK 261 for the 
one-day version. *

12. I acknowledge that the organizer charges a fee for services and energy. In the 
case of a two-day race, this is CZK 300, if the race is only one-day, the fee will be 
CZK 150, if the race is one-day, but the team will be in the area the day before, the 
fee will be CZK 200. *

4. Your team would take part in the race if it was announced only as a club, ie 
Rallycross Cup + Mascom Cup in one-day or two-day mode. *

5. Would your team take part in the race if your division or cup were driven within 
one day in case of a large number of registered riders? E.g. Saturday - RX CUP + 
ČTHA, RX CUP + Mascom Cup, RX CUP + N1600. *

6. Would your team take part in the race if, due to government regulations, the 
number of people in the area was limited in the morning and afternoon race 
mode? Meaning, for example, 8:00 - 13:00 the first group, 14: 00-19: 00 the 
second group. Group of 50-60 riders. 30 minutes of training, 3 qualifications and 
final races are enough for 5 - 5.5 hours, including 15 minutes from each hour for 

7. If the race were run as free or as MČR and it would help to save important time 
organizationally, would you mind in the case of a smaller number of registered 
riders in some of the divisions, that it would merge with another, similar in 
performance? E.g. CTV 4x4 + Super Cars. *

1. Would your team participate in the race to the planned extent (CEZ + other 
championships and cups) if it were announced only as a one-day race? *

2. Your team would take part in the race if it was declared only as the Czech 
Championship with Czech club cups in one-day or two-day mode. *

3. Your team would take part in the race if it was declared FREE only with Czech 
club cups in one-day or two-day mode. *

Additional information to the application - Rallycross SOSNOVÁ 2020



20. If your team is from abroad and it would be possible to travel, but there was a 
regulation in force at the time on the obligation to be tested for COVID-19 or to 
undergo mandatory quarantine, you would complete the race. *

21. Who is your team from abroad and was that you earned, but was in the 
foreseeable future. Did he not want to test the duty regulations for COVID-19, 
whether he had completed mandatory quarantine, completed his race, or was 
declared free? *
22. Your questions to the 
organizer.

15. If the increased or maximum amount for the total contribution to the race 
according to point 14 is not acceptable for your team, how much is acceptable for 

16. By accepting point 14 to our team, it follows from the logic of the matter that 
due to the restrictive situation, the organizer cannot fully count on admission 
income and partner contributions, which under the standard regime of organizing 
a non-emergency event part assumes this risk. It is understandable that if the 
cost of organizing a race under a given organizational regime and under the 
assumed limited situation exceeds the income from deposits from teams, the 
level of risk should be spread to both parties needed to organize the race, ie 
organizer + teams. *

17. If very few riders entered the race and it was not possible to organize any of 
the variants, would your team use the testing option? *

18. How much time would your team need for the test. (2-4 hours, 4-6, ..). *

19. By sharing between your partners and fans, your team would support the 
possibility of an online LIVESTREAM, or contribute an amount so that fans who 
could not reach the event have the opportunity to watch the race due to the 
restrictive limit on the number of people. (meaning at least 1 static camera + 3 
moving, plus commentary and graphics - already requested). *

Additional information to the application - Rallycross SOSNOVÁ 2020
13. I acknowledge that the organizer adds up the deposit (entry fee), insurance 
and service and energy fee to calculate the total amount. *

14. Due to the current situation and the assumption of leaving the race without or 
with a very limited number of spectators and also for different versions of the 
race, each of which has different costs due to the level of use of services and 
organizing, the organizer has prepared an overview of entry fee. Up to a certain 
minimum number of riders, it is possible to leave a given version of the race in 
the required organizational mode, provided that the costs are selected and 
reimbursed only from the entry fee. Is the amount acceptable for your team for a 
slightly increased entry fee, which the organizer plans to set with respect to the 
above, or even the amount of the maximum entry fee, which could be set in 
borderline situations to leave the race in the required mode? - see sheet 
"STARTING ACCORDING TO RACE VERSION"? *
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